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Abstract—With high penetrations of renewable generation and variable loads, there is significant uncertainty associated with power flows in DC networks such that stability and operational constraint satisfaction are of concern. Most existing DC network optimal power flow (DN-OPF) formulations assume exact knowledge of loading conditions and do not provide stability guarantees. In contrast, this paper studies a DN-OPF formulation which considers both stability and operational constraint satisfaction under uncertainty. The need to account for a range of uncertainty realizations in this paper’s robust optimization formulation results in a challenging semi-infinite program (SIP). The proposed solution algorithm reformulates this SIP into a computationally tractable problem by constructing a tight convex inner approximation of the stability set using sufficient conditions for the existence of a feasible and stable power flow solution. Optimal generator set-points are obtained by optimizing over the proposed convex stability set. The validity and effectiveness of the propose algorithm is demonstrated through various DC networks adapted from IEEE test cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the growth of DC loads and generators, such as DC fast charging facilities, photovoltaic generation, and various electronic devices in sites like data centers. Interconnecting DC components in a DC network is an efficient operation method due to the reduction of DC-AC conversion stages [1]. DC networks have thus found promising applications in low- and medium-voltage power systems such as community nanogrids and microgrids, shipboard power systems, data centers, etc. [2]. Common features of DC networks include: 1) the loading conditions are usually uncertain and 2) many loads are controlled as constant power loads (CPLs) that have destabilizing negative impedance effects [2].

Similar to other power systems, a DC network should work at a stable operating point that satisfies all operational constraints. The classic method to compute such an operating point is to formulate and solve an optimal power flow (OPF) problem. An OPF problem finds the optimal generation schedule corresponding to the system operating point that maximizes economic welfare while satisfying various physical and operational constraints. OPF problems are usually computationally challenging to solve [3].

Many research efforts have improved the tractability of OPF problems for AC power systems using approximation and relaxation methods [4]. Recent research has also studied OPF problems for DC networks (DN-OPF) [5]–[11]. Note that DN-OPF problems are fundamentally different from so-called “DC-OPF” problems [12]. Whereas DC-OPF problems linearize the nonlinear power flow equations for an AC power system, DN-OPF problems consider the nonlinear power flow equations that accurately model the physics of a DC network. This makes a typical DN-OPF problem a non-convex optimization problem [9].

A variety of methods have been applied to solve DN-OPF problems. In [5], a genetic algorithm is applied to solve the OPF problem for a DC distribution system. In [13], linearization techniques are used to simplify the problem. Other methods [6]–[8] employ second-order cone programming and quadratic convex programming to relax a DN-OPF problem into a convex formulation. This existing work demonstrates the capability to effectively solve various DN-OPF problems.

Despite recent advances, existing DN-OPF work [6]–[8] has limitations in providing stability and feasibility guarantees when significant uncertainties are present. First, previous results primarily focus on deterministic DN-OPF problems where the loading conditions are assumed to be fixed and known a priori. Nevertheless, with high penetrations of intermittent generation and variable loads, uncertainty in the net loading conditions is a salient feature of DC networks [14]. Directly applying the OPF decisions computed using a specific scenario to an uncertain system can cause unpredictable deviations of the system operating point from the designated value [15], [16]. This may lead to violations of operational constraints and possibly cause voltage collapse. For example, unexpected DC fast charging events or loss of renewable generation can make the system unable to accomplish the load supporting task, in which case the power flow equations cease to admit a solution [17], [18].

Second, previous results do not consider stability issues of DN-OPF solutions. A DC network has rich dynamics contributed by electrical circuits and control systems [1], [19], which are subject to notable risks of instability associated with the choice of operating point [20]–[24]. Many loads in a DC
network can be considered as CPLs that are known to have harmful negative impedance effects. If the operating point is not carefully selected, the system can be under-damped or even become unstable [19], [20].

We propose a stability-constrained robust DN-OPF algorithm to address these limitations. Following from DC network operation practices, we focus on a DC network with nonlinear CPLs and controllable voltage sources. We seek to minimize system operational costs by computing setpoints for the sources which rigorously guarantee the following two properties for any loading condition within a specified uncertainty set: 1) robust feasibility (existence of power flow solutions satisfying operational constraints) and 2) robust stability (local exponential stability of the operating point).

To provide such guarantees, we formulate a DN-OPF problem that incorporates uncertainty and stability conditions. Solving this problem is difficult. First, existing stability conditions for DC networks are developed to study given operating points [25]; hence, ensuring stability when operating points are decision variables is challenging. Additionally, to ensure robustness, the power flow equations along with the stability conditions need to jointly hold for all uncertainty realizations. This results in a semi-infinite programming (SIP) problem [26] that is generally computationally intractable [27]. Tractable reformulations or approximations exist for robust optimization problems when special structures of problem formulation and data uncertainty can be exploited [28]; however, there are no standard approaches to deal with the non-convexity associated with the power flow equations.

![Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed work.](image-url)

The proposed algorithm converts the SIP problem into a tractable formulation that resembles a well-studied DN-OPF problem. The main idea of the proposed work is illustrated in Fig. 1, and we summarize the main technical tasks as follows:

1. We first derive a stability set in the voltage space such that any operating point therein is guaranteed to be stable.
2. We then develop conditions which guarantee the existence of a power flow solution that is feasible with respect to the operational constraints. We characterize the boundaries of the set of feasible operating points defined by these conditions.
3. Finally, we formulate and solve a tractable problem reminiscent of a DN-OPF problem to ensure that the entirety of the set of operating points lies in the intersection of the stability set and the operational constraints.

The contributions of the paper are:

- We develop a novel algorithm to reformulate and solve a class of otherwise intractable DN-OPF problems using a synthesis of new DC network stability analysis and power flow feasibility results;
- We provide a new condition on the solvability of DC network power flow equations and new methods to compute a stability set. The solvability condition enables one to find the exact upper and lower bounds for feasible power flow solutions, i.e. the DC bus voltages;
- The proposed work provides insights into DC network operation. For example, the solvability condition theoretically validates typical engineering practices that attempt to ensure acceptable operation despite a range of uncertainty via the use of representative scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, Section II introduces the system model and the main problem considered in this paper. Next, Section III shows the main results of the paper, i.e., a solution algorithm for a robust DN-OPF problem with feasibility and stability guarantees. Section IV then demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed work using simulation case studies. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.

II. SYSTEM MODELING AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Notation

In this paper, we use $1$ and $0$ to represent vectors of all 1’s and 0’s of appropriate sizes, and use $I$ to represent the identity matrix of appropriate size. Recall that a square matrix $A$ is Hurwitz if all real parts of its eigenvalues are negative. In addition, we use $A_{j,k}$ to denote the element on the $j$-th row and $k$-th column of the matrix $A$. For a vector $v$, let $v_k$ represent its $k$-th element. Let the operator $\text{diag}\{v\}$ yield a diagonal matrix with the vector’s components being the diagonal entries. The matrix transpose operator is denoted by $(\cdot)^\top$. For a real square matrix $A$, $A^{-1}$ denotes its inverse, $A \succ 0$ (resp., $A \succeq 0$) means it is symmetric positive definite (resp., semidefinite), and $A \prec 0$ (resp., $A \preceq 0$) means $-A \succ 0$ (resp., $-A \succeq 0$).

B. DC Power Systems

In this paper, we focus on a DC network with $n_s$ generators, $n_{td}$ loads, and $n_t$ power lines. The total number of these components is $n = n_s + n_{td} + n_t$. Let the index sets of generators, loads, and power lines be $\mathcal{N}_s$, $\mathcal{N}_{td}$, and $\mathcal{E}_t$, respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example DC network consisting of lumped $\pi$-equivalent models [24] where generators and loads are interconnected via equivalent RLC circuits [1].

1) Load and Generator Models: Fig. 3 shows a zoomed-in image of one part of the circuit. Suppose the circuit has the $k$-th generator, $p$-th power line, and $j$-th load. Let $i_{td}(t)$ and $i_{td}(t)$ represent the current flowing into and out of the circuit.

Loads are modeled as constant power loads (CPLs) that are connected in parallel with a lumped shunt resistor by Norton’s Theorem. It is well known that CPLs are nonlinear loads and that their associated negative impedance effects are major sources of instabilities in DC networks [21], [29]. CPLs are modeled as a nonlinear current source with current injection equal to the power output divided by terminal voltage.
setpoints such that vector \( \mathbf{p} \) represents the source resistance and capacitance, respectively. We impose operational constraints on controllable voltage setpoints, \( \mathbf{p}_{\text{ref}} \), be the external generator voltage, and \( \mathbf{C}_{k} \) represent its power injection into \( \mathbf{N}_{k} \). Let \( \mathbf{R}_{k} \) and \( \mathbf{C}_{k} \) represent the load resistance and capacitance, respectively.

For the \( k \)-th load, let \( p_{tk} \) represent its power injection into the network, and let \( v_{tk} \) represent the terminal voltage. At the nominal condition, \( p_{tk} = p_{tk}^{*} \), where \( p_{tk}^{*} \) is a given constant. Each \( p_{tk} \) is considered to be a perturbation to \( p_{tk}^{*} \) that is unknown and bounded within a given uncertainty interval \([p_{tk}, \bar{p}_{tk}]\). Throughout this paper, we let positive \( p_{tk} \) represent positive power injection (i.e., power generation) at bus \( k \). In addition, we assume that \( \bar{p}_{tk} \geq 0 \) and \( p_{tk} \leq 0 \). Let \( \mathcal{P}_{I} \) be the interval uncertainty set for all load, that is, \( \mathcal{P}_{I} = \{ p_{I} : p_{tk} \in [p_{tk}, \bar{p}_{tk}], k \in \mathcal{N}_{k} \} \). Let \( \mathbf{R}_{\ell j} \) and \( \mathbf{C}_{\ell j} \) represent the load resistance and capacitance, respectively.

For the \( k \)-th source, let \( V_{k}^{\text{ref}} \) be the controllable voltage setpoint, \( v_{sk} \) be the external generator voltage, and \( R_{sk}, \mathbf{C}_{sk} \) represent the source resistance and capacitance, respectively. We impose operational constraints on controllable voltage setpoints such that vector \( V^{\text{ref}} \), which includes all voltage setpoints, needs to lie within a given convex constraint set \( \mathcal{L}^{\text{ref}} \).

**Remark 1:** Generators are modeled as voltage sources [24] that are in series with equivalent resistors by Thévenin’s Theorem. We assume that proper low-level controllers [2] have been employed to regulate the terminal voltage of a generator to track a reference setpoint. Consequently, the generator can automatically vary power outputs to respond to changing loading conditions. The generator internal dynamics, including those from low-level controllers and electromechanical transients, are not considered in this paper, and we mainly focus on the network dynamics contributed by electromagnetic transients in the stability analysis. Nevertheless, the main results of the paper can be extended to include various generator dynamics as well.

**Remark 2:** The main results of this paper can be extended to DC networks with other generator and load models. For example, constant-current and constant-impedance loads are linear and can be easily incorporated in the model. Additionally, for generators with V-I droop control [2], the voltage setpoint can be considered as the droop reference and the droop gains can be equivalently modeled as virtual impedances, which only changes the parameters of the RLC circuits.

2) **Dynamic Network Model:** Sources and loads are connected to DC buses. The buses form a connected graph where a bus is a node and an edge is a \( \pi \)-equivalent power line. For the \( p \)-th power line, let \( i_{tp}(t) \) be the current flow and let \( R_{tp} \) and \( L_{tp} \) represent line resistance and inductance.

We exemplify the modeling approach using the circuit shown in Fig. 3. The state variables of the example circuit are the voltages of the capacitors and the currents through the inductors, namely, \( v_{sk}(t), v_{kj}(t) \), and \( i_{tp}(t) \). The design variables are the output voltages of the sources, \( V_{k}^{\text{ref}} \), \( \forall k \in \mathcal{N}_{k} \). The dynamics of the circuit are represented by the following model using Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws,

\[
\frac{dv_{sk}(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{C_{sk}} \left( V_{k}^{\text{ref}} - v_{sk}(t) - i_{to}(t) - i_{tk}(t) \right),
\]

\[
\frac{dv_{kj}(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{C_{kj}} \left( -V_{kj}(t) - i_{td}(t) + i_{tk}(t) + \frac{p_{kj}}{v_{kj}(t)} \right).
\]

Equations (1a) and (1b) characterize the behavior of the power line and the source. They are linear in the state and design variables. However, (1c) is nonlinear due to the term, \( p_{kj}/v_{kj}(t) \). Recall that \( i_{to}(t) \) and \( i_{td}(t) \) represent aggregate line currents flowing to the load and from the source, respectively, and they have similar dynamics to those of \( i_{tp}(t) \).

The modeling approach can be applied to the entire system. By dropping the subscripts indicating variable indices, \( p_{I}, v_{I}, v_{sk}, i_{tk} \), \( V_{ref} \) represent the vectors of load powers, load voltages, generator external voltages, power line currents, and controllable voltage setpoints, respectively. Let \( x = \begin{bmatrix} i_{t}^{T} & v_{sk}^{T} & v_{kj}^{T} \end{bmatrix}^{T} \) be the vector of state variables and \( h(x, p_{I}) = [p_{e1}/v_{e1}, \ldots, p_{en}/v_{en}]^{T} \).

With the above description and notation, the overall dynamics of the DC grid can be written as follows:

\[
\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + BV^{\text{ref}} + Ch(x(t), p_{I}), \quad p_{I} \in \mathcal{P}_{I},
\]

where \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \), \( B \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n_{e}} \), and \( C \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n_{l}} \) are constant matrices that are determined by the network topology and RLC circuit parameters through similar methods to those in [25]. This is a well-accepted model for DC network stability studies and has been applied to a variety of applications [2], [30], [31] (e.g., analyses of DC transmission system dynamics [30]).

**Remark 3:** So far, we have discussed a general model consisting of additive linear and nonlinear parts to represent the circuit dynamics. The model can be extended to represent control dynamics in a DC network as well. For example, secondary control for DC microgrids is usually designed using distributed averaging proportional-integral (DAPI) algorithms [32]. A DAPI control introduces a new additive linear
part into the system [33]. It is easy to augment system (2) to incorporate the control dynamics without changing the system structure. For the sake of simplicity, we omit control dynamics and derive our main results based on (2).

Let \( X = [(I_t)^T, (V_s)^T, (V_e)^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^n \) be an equilibrium of (2). When \( V_\ellk \neq 0, \forall k \in \mathcal{N}_t \), the linearized Jacobian matrix of system (2) with respect to \( X \) is given as follows:

\[
J(V_\ell, p_\ell) = A - \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}_t} \frac{p_{tk}}{V_\ellk^2} C_k e_k^T,
\]

where \( e_k \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is a basis vector with the \((n_t + n_s + k)\)-th element being \(1/\sqrt{C_{\ell k}}\). The Jacobian matrix is an affine function in each term \( p_{tk}/V_{\ell k}^2 \). The form of this matrix shows that the local stability of an operating point depends on both the CPL power and the steady-state CPL voltage.

From basic control theory [34, Thm. 4.6], an equilibrium \( X \) of (2) is locally exponentially stable if there exists a real \( n \times n \) positive definite matrix \( P \) that satisfies the following condition:

\[
P J(V_\ell, p_\ell) + J(V_\ell, p_\ell)^T P < 0. \tag{4}
\]

If \( p_\ell \) and \( V_\ell \) are given, this condition is a linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraint. However, in our problem, \( p_\ell \) is uncertain, \( V_\ell \) is unknown, and the coupling between \( V_\ell \) and \( P \) is non-polynomial.

3) Power Flow Model: The power flow model describes the steady-state behavior at an operating point of a DC network. The power flow model is obtained by setting the left-hand side of (2) to 0 and rearranging terms as

\[
p_\ell = \text{diag}\{V_e\} \left( Y_{\ell e} V_e + Y_{\ell s} V_{\text{ref}} \right), \tag{5}
\]

where the connectivity between CPL-source and CPL-CPL are described by two admittance matrices \( Y_{\ell s} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t \times n_s} \) and \( Y_{\ell e} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_e \times n_e} \) [35], which are submatrices of the system admittance matrix \( Y \). Equation (5) is quadratic in state variables \( V_e \) and bilinear in design variables \( V_{\text{ref}} \) and state variables \( V_e \). In general, the power flow model (5) usually introduces computational challenges owing to its non-convexity [6].

In addition, the system at steady state needs to satisfy operational constraints. In this paper, we require that \( V_\ell \in V_\ell \) and \( V_{\text{ref}} \in V_{\text{ref}} \). Both sets are convex sets that represent system operational requirements such as upper and lower voltage bounds. We limit our presentation to only consider the constraints related to the load voltages and generator setpoints, which are directly relevant to the system stability, in order to simplify the paper’s discussion. Other variables like the currents are linear functions of the load voltages and generator voltage setpoints. The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to incorporate constraints on these variables.

C. Problem Statement

From the models discussed above, a poorly designed \( V_{\text{ref}} \) may 1) result in violations of operational constraints, 2) cause local instability for operating points, and 3) lead to infeasible solution to (5) or even loss of equilibrium altogether.

The goal of this work is to choose the value of \( V_{\text{ref}} \) which minimizes operating costs while guaranteeing that the system is robustly feasible and stable. We make the terms robustly feasible and robustly stable precise in Definition 1 below:

**Definition 1:** Given a generator voltage setpoint \( V_{\text{ref}} \), system (2) is said to be robustly feasible if, for every \( p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_t \), the system admits an equilibrium \( X \) which satisfies all operational constraints. The system is said to be robustly stable if, for every \( p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_t \), there exists a corresponding \( V_\ell \) such that the Jacobian \( J(V_\ell, p_\ell) \) is Hurwitz.

Desirable operating points for power systems are usually computed by solving OPF problems [36]. Recently, OPF problems for DC networks (DN-OPF) have been a particular research focus [6]–[8], [13]. The formulation of existing DN-OPF problems can be summarized as follows:

**DN-OPF**: \[
\begin{align}
\min \ f(V_{\text{ref}}, V_\ell), \ & \text{subj. to} \ (6a) \\
(5), \ & \ p_\ell = p_\ell^*, \tag{6b} \\
V_\ell \in V_\ell, \ & \ V_{\text{ref}} \in V_{\text{ref}}, \tag{6c}
\end{align}
\]

where \( p^* \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t} \) is the nominal CPL power profile and \( f : \mathbb{R}^{n_e} \times \mathbb{R}^{n_e} \to \mathbb{R} \) is usually a convex cost function representing the operating cost (e.g., power loss or generation cost).

Note that our main results do not depend on the structure of the cost function. We therefore do not explicitly specify the cost functions in this paper in order to simplify our discussions. Our approach can easily accommodate typical OPF cost functions which depend on the operating point and generator setpoints. The illustrative case studies in Section IV consider the minimization of generation costs.

Recently, effective methods have been developed to solve the DN-OPF problem (6) using approximation and convex relaxation techniques [6]–[8], [13]. However, problem (6) only considers a fixed loading condition and does not explicitly consider system stability. If the actual load is different from the nominal load, the system’s operating point may be unexpected and possibly even unstable.

To address these limitations, we focus on the following problem with explicit constraints guaranteeing robust feasibility and robust stability:

**R. DN-OPF SIP**: \[
\begin{align}
\min \ f(V_{\text{ref}}, V_\ell), \ & \text{subj. to} \ (7a) \\
(4), \ & \ (5), \ (6c), \ \forall p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_t. \tag{7b}
\end{align}
\]

Compared to problem (6), we add the sufficient condition (4) in order to ensure stability. We also require all constraints to hold for all \( p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_t \) in order to ensure robust feasibility and robust stability in the presence of uncertainty.

Problem (7) is intractable in general due to the infinite number of constraints. Notice that problem (7) is a semi-infinite programming (SIP) problem [37]. Finding a tractable reformulation for the SIP problem (7) is challenging due to the nonlinearity and non-convexity of the stability condition (4) as well as the power flow equations (5).

III. TRACTABLE DN-OPF WITH ROBUST FEASIBILITY AND STABILITY GUARANTEES

This section presents our algorithm to transform the computationally intractable problem (7) into a more amenable form. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the algorithm involves three
main steps: first, we formulate a computationally efficient optimization problem to find a stability set of $V_\ell$ that satisfies (4) for all $p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_\ell$. Second, we develop a sufficient condition to show the existence of power flow solution $V_\ell$ in a set for any loading condition. Third, we develop a DN-OPF problem whose solution $V^{rel}_\ell$ steers $V_\ell$ into the intersection of the stability set and operational constraint set.

A. Robust Stability Set

The stability set is the feasibility region of the stability condition (4). Due to the infinite number of constraints and the non-polynomial structure, this region is difficult to characterize. Motivated by power system operational constraints, this section describes an interval set which inner approximates the desired robust stability set.

Let $V^*_\ell$ and $V^*_\ell \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t}_+$ represent the lower and upper bounds of an interval set of $V_\ell$, denoted as $V^*_\ell = \{ V_\ell : V^*_\ell \leq V_\ell \leq V^*_\ell, \forall j \in \mathcal{N}_\ell \}$. We term $V^*_\ell$ a “robust stability set” when the following definition applies:

Definition 2: A set $V^*_\ell$ is called a robust stability set if there exists a positive definite matrix $P$ such that the following inequality is satisfied for all $V_\ell \in V^*_\ell$ and all $p_\ell \in \mathcal{P}_\ell$:

$$PJ(V_\ell, p_\ell) + J(V_\ell, p_\ell)^T P < 0.$$  (8)

From this definition, any operating points lying in a robust stability set are stable regardless of the load profile. As shown below, this provides us with the flexibility to remove the coupling of equilibrium and load profiles.

1) Interpolation: The matrix $J(V_\ell, p_\ell)$ has the following two special structures: first, the unknown parameters $V_\ell$ and $p_\ell$ only exist in pairs on the diagonal entries in the form $-p_\ell k/V^2_\ell$; second, each composite term $-p_\ell k/V^2_\ell$ only appears once in the matrix. This provides the possibility of applying an interpolation method to replace each $-p_\ell k/V^2_\ell$ with a new variable.

Let $\delta_k = -p_\ell k/V^2_\ell$ and $\delta = [\delta_1, \cdots, \delta_{n_t}]^T$. When $p_\ell k$ and $V_\ell$ are subject to box constraints, the vector $\delta$ is contained in an interval set as well. Let $\Delta = \{ \delta : \delta_k \leq \delta_k \leq \delta_k \}$ be such a constraint set.

With the above discussed definition, it can be easily checked that $J(\delta) = A + \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}_k} \delta_k e_k^T e_k$. Hence, the linearized system matrix is now subject to an affine interval parameter uncertainty. In the following, we denote this matrix as $J(\delta)$.

We are interested in finding a $\Delta$ set for the unknown parameter that can always make the matrix Hurwitz stable, i.e., satisfy the following inequalities:

$$PJ(\delta) + J^T(\delta) P \preceq 0, \forall \delta \in \Delta.$$  (9)

Notice that once this $\Delta$ can be found, we can translate it into the desired robust stability set.

For a given $\Delta$, there exist multiple methods to certify whether (9) is satisfied [1, 25]. Most existing methods check multiple “critical scenarios” to certify constraint satisfaction for all scenarios. The existing methods have issues with conservativeness or computational tractability. For example, the condition in [1] tests whether all diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix are negative, which cannot be satisfied in our case when $\delta_j$ is positive. A sufficient condition based on LMI feasibility testing is proposed in [25] that involves $2^{n_t}$ LMI constraints. While numerical tests reveal that the condition in [25] has advantages with respect to limited conservativeness, practical applicability of this condition is challenged since the number of LMI constraints is exponentially dependent on the dimension of the uncertainty.

Notice that with our reformulation, the robust programming result in [37] can be applied to develop a new condition for DC network stability analysis:

Lemma 1: Given $\Delta$, if there exists $P \succeq 0$, $N \preceq 0$, and $n_t$ positive scalars $\lambda_1, \cdots, \lambda_{n_t}$ that satisfy the following LMI conditions, $J(\delta)$ is always Hurwitz stable for all $\delta \in \Delta$:

$$N + \sum_{k=1}^{n_t} \lambda_k e_k e_k^T (\delta_k - \delta_k) \succcurlyeq 0.$$  (10a)

The condition in Lemma 1 only involves two LMIs. The decision variables are two $n \times n$ matrices, $P$ and $N$, as well as $n_t$ scalars $\lambda_j$. In total, the condition has $2n^2 + n_t$ free scalar variables to select. Since this number is polynomially dependent on $n$ and $n_t$, the condition has reasonable tractability.

The reduction in computational complexity may induce concerns regarding conservativeness. One method to evaluate the conservativeness is to compare the volume of the largest sets that the conditions can certify. Compared to Lemma 1 of [25] where the number of LMIs is exponential in the number of loads, numerical tests show that the proposed conditions can certify a set with a volume above 95\% of the largest set certifiable by exponentially many constraints. For example, we apply our results to the example DC microgrid detailed in Case Study 2 of [25]. The simulation results are shown in Table I. Notice that in the case study, we consider all pure-load buses and fix the voltage lower bounds, hence the volume of the stability set is indexed by the load power. Higher loads correspond to larger sets and a reduction in the condition’s conservativeness. Note that the proposed results can certify a set with a volume over 99.5\% relative to the condition with exponentially many LMIs in [25] and shows significant improvements compared to the condition with polynomially many LMIs in Proposition 1 of [25].

2) Computing the Robust Stability Set: With the proposed stability condition, we are equipped with a tractable method to check whether a given $\Delta$ satisfies (9). We would like to find a set $\Delta$ with a larger volume, as it can be translated into a robust stability set with a larger volume as well. The
volume of $\Delta$ is determined by its vertices, hence increasing the volume essentially involves adjusting these vertices. We use a line search method to accomplish this goal.

A subsequent question concerns selecting an initial guess for $\Delta$ that reduces computational efforts in finding a larger stability set. Rather than arbitrarily choosing an initial guess, we make one suggestion of the initial guess that may find the largest interval stability set in a single shot. This guess covers the entire domain of $\delta$ with respect to all possible power flow solutions. The details are provided in Appendix I.

With a slight abuse of notation, let the initial guess set be denoted as $\Delta$. The volume of $\Delta$ can be adjusted by introducing a positive scaling factor $\alpha$ to all the vertices. We denote the set after adjustment as $\alpha \Delta$. We want to find the largest $\alpha$ that satisfies the condition of Lemma 1. This value is found by solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP):

**GEVP:**  \[
\begin{align*}
    \text{max} & \quad \alpha \\
    \text{subj. to} & \quad N + \alpha^2 \sum_{k=1}^{n} \lambda_k e_k e_k^T \left( \frac{3}{2} - \frac{\delta_k}{2} \right)^2 P_{e1} & \cdots & P_{en} \\
    & \cdots \\
    & e_n^T P & \cdots & -\lambda_n \\
    & \leq 0,
\end{align*}
\]

\[N \leq 0, P \succeq 0, \alpha > 0, \] (10b)

A solution that is arbitrarily close to the global optimum can be found for the GEVP problem (11) since it is a quasi-convex problem [38]. For a solution $\alpha$ of (11), we are endowed with a robust stability set as described below.

**Proposition 1:** Given $\Delta$, if $\alpha$ is a solution of (11), $V_\ell^\alpha$ defined in the following is a robust stability set:

\[V_\ell^\alpha = \{ V_\ell : V_{ek} \geq \delta_{\ell k}^{\max}, \forall k \in N_\ell \}, \]

where $\delta_{\ell k}^{\max} = \max\{-\tilde{p}_{ek}/(\alpha \delta_k), -\tilde{p}_{ek}/(\alpha \delta_k)\}$.

In Proposition 1, we find the lower bound for the steady-state voltage to ensure robust stability. This bound is in line with engineering observations for DC grid stability: with larger load power, the system should be operated at higher voltage levels to reduce risks of instability.

**Remark 4:** The value of $\alpha$ is critical for determining the robust stability set. As the set includes all relevant uncertainty realizations, we do not need to test if the system is stable for uncertainty outside of the set. Thus, the value of $\alpha$ is upper bounded by 1. When the solution is obtained as 1, the largest interval stability set can be directly found. Otherwise, a line search algorithm can be developed to approximately solve (11).

**B. Solvability Condition**

As shown in Fig. 1, when the robust stability set is found our next task is to ensure: a) the system operates in this set and b) the system complies with all other operational constraints. This task is equivalent to the following robust feasibility problem: we need to compute a voltage setpoint $V^{\ref} \in \mathcal{V}^{\ref}$ that guarantees the existence of power flow solutions (i.e., solutions to (5)) that are in $V_\ell^\alpha \cap V_\ell^\alpha$ for all $p_\ell \in P_\ell$.

We first present a new solvability condition which characterizes the variations of operating points for given generator setpoints. The main ingredient is a novel “convex restriction” (i.e., a convex set within the non-convex set of feasible operating points) that is tailored for DC networks. Related work in [39] formulates convex restrictions for general AC OPF problems. We show that an analogous convex restriction can be derived for DC grids with known interval uncertainties.

To facilitate our discussion, we rearrange (5) into the following fixed-point form:

\[V_\ell = F(V_\ell; p_\ell) \triangleq E + Z_{\ell \ell} \text{diag} \{p_\ell\} r(V_\ell), \] (12)

where we denote $Z_{\ell \ell} = Y_{\ell \ell}^{-1}$, $E = -Y_{\ell \ell}^{-1} Y_{\ell s} V^{\ref}$, and $r(V_\ell) = [1/V_{\ell 1}, \ldots, 1/V_{\ell n}]^T$ yields the element-wise reciprocal of vector $V_\ell$.

Based on the fixed-point form (12), we show the existence and boundaries of power flow solutions for any loading condition $p_\ell \in P_\ell$ when the power flow solutions for the extreme loading conditions are known.

**Lemma 2:** If $V_{\ell -} > 0$ is a fixed point of $F(\cdot; p_\ell)$ for a given $V^{\ref}$, then there exists $V_{\ell} \geq V_{\ell -}$ that satisfies $V_{\ell} = F(V_\ell; p_\ell)$ for all $p_\ell \in [p_\ell, \bar{p}_\ell]$.

**Proof:** Available in Appendix II.

**Proposition 2** describes a power flow solution existence condition which states that operating points exist for all $p_\ell \in [p_\ell, \bar{p}_\ell]$ as long as the power flow equations are solvable at the high-loading condition. In addition, this condition shows that the high-loading solution is a lower bound on these operating points. The next result derives an upper bound on the operating points based on another extreme scenario, i.e., the low-loading solution.

**Proposition 2:** If $V_{\ell -} > 0$ is a fixed point of $F(\cdot; p_\ell)$ for given $V^{\ref}$ and the following inequality holds:

\[||Z_{\ell \ell} \bar{p}_\ell \text{diag}(r(E)) r(E)|| < 1, \]

then there exists $V_\ell \in [V_{\ell -}, V_{\ell +}]$ that satisfies $V_\ell = F(V_\ell; p_\ell)$ for any $p_\ell \in [p_\ell, \bar{p}_\ell]$, where $V_{\ell +}$ is a unique fixed point of $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_\ell)$ in $[E, +\infty)$.

**Proof:** Available in Appendix III.

**Proposition 2** shows the existence of operating points in a box constraint, where the upper bound is the high-voltage solution at the low-loading condition. Along with Lemma 2, Proposition 2 provides the following two implications that align with engineering observations:

1. (Existence) We only need to verify that the system is solvable at the high-loading condition to ascertain the solvability of all the other circumstances.
2. (Monotonicity) The high- and low-loading solutions jointly define a solution range, where the high-loading solution provides bounds from below and low-loading solution provides bounds from above.

These implications can help reduce computational efforts in DC network operations. For example, one only needs to examine whether the system has an operating point in the high-loading condition to certify all the other cases. Moreover, these conditions are key for developing a solution algorithm for (7).
C. Robust DN-OPF

As we have characterized a cluster of operating points with respect to given generator setpoints, the remaining task is to design the setpoints to steer the cluster into the desired set (i.e., $V_{ref}^u \cap V_{ref}^l$) and to reduce system operational costs. To accomplish these two objectives, an optimization problem can be formulated as

$$ \text{Minimize } f(V_{ref}, V_{L-}, V_{L+}) \text{ subject to} $$

\begin{align}
 p_{L-} &= \text{diag}(V_{L-}) (Y_{L-} V_{L-} + Y_{L+} V_{ref}), \\
 p_{L+} &= \text{diag}(V_{L+}) (Y_{L+} V_{L+} + Y_{L+} V_{ref}), \\
 E &= -Z_{L} Y_{L+} V_{ref}, \\
 s_1 &\leq E, \quad s_2 \geq Z_{L} p_{L+}, \quad s > 0, \quad E \leq V_{L+}, \\
 V_{L-} &\in V^u_f \cap V^l_f, \quad V_{L+} \in V^u_f \cap V^l_f, \\
 V_{ref} &\in V^l_f,
\end{align}

where $s$ is a positive scalar slack variable. Constraints (13b) and (13c) represent the DN power flow equations for the high- and low-loading conditions, constraints (13d)–(13f) enforce the condition of Proposition 2, and constraints (13g)–(13h) ensure the operating points are steered into the desired set.

A solution of (13) yields generator setpoints which ensure robust stability and feasibility, as stated by the following result:

**Theorem 1:** Any solution of (13) is a feasible point of (7).

**Proof:** Available in Appendix IV.

Theorem 1 shows that the feasibility of (13) implies the feasibility of (7). Problem (13) only contains linear and quadratic constraints whose structure resembles that of a classic DN-OPF problem (6). Thus, existing DN-OPF algorithms can be leveraged to solve (13). We use the following algorithm to summarize the main result of the paper:

**Algorithm 1** Find $V_{ref}$ for SIP (7)

**Input:** System matrices $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$, load uncertainty set $\mathcal{P}_L$, constraint sets $\mathcal{V}^u_f$ and $\mathcal{V}^l_f$.

**Output:** A solution $V_{ref}$.

Step 1: Solve (14) in Appendix I to find individual steady-state voltage lower bound $V_{L-}^k$, for all $k \in \mathcal{N}_L$.

Step 2: Construct $\Delta$.

Step 3: Solve GEVP (11) to find $\alpha$ and all $\delta_{k}^{\max}, k \in \mathcal{N}_L$.

Step 4: Find robust stability set $\mathcal{V}^u_f$.

Step 5: Solve problem (13) to find $V_{ref}$.

Using Algorithm 1, we can compute generator setpoints that ensure robust stability and feasibility. As previously discussed, the algorithm can be executed efficiently with existing tools.

**Remark 5 (Actual Operating Points):** Our work can ensure the robust stability and feasibility of the actual operating points. Like a general power system, a DC network usually operates at a high-voltage power flow solution [40]. As discussed in Appendix III, all high-voltage solutions are bounded from above by that of the low-loading condition and from below by that of the high-loading condition. Note that $V_{L+}$ is the high-voltage solution at the low-loading condition, hence it is a tight upper bound for the system’s high-voltage solutions. In addition, $V_{L-}$ is a solution at the high-loading condition, which is element-wise less than or equal to the high-is solution. Hence, any high-voltage solution must reside in the range $[V_{L-}, V_{L+}]$, which is entirely steered into the desired set.

**Remark 6 (Conservativeness):** Numerical studies show that the proposed approach has limited conservativeness. First, as discussed in Section III-A the stability condition has limited conservativeness. Second, numerical studies suggest that the interval bound $[V_{L-}, V_{L+}]$ usually has no gap with respect to the actual operating point variation range.

IV. CASE STUDIES

This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using simulation case studies. The optimization problems are solved using IPOPT [41], and the simulations are performed in Matlab/Simulink. We first show the efficacy and the limited conservativeness of the proposed work with a 14-bus system. We then demonstrate the computational efficiency of the proposed approach.

A. Efficacy and Conservativeness

We first focus on an example DC network whose topology and bus types are the same as the IEEE 14-bus system. The parameters of the DC network given in Table II are chosen according to existing DC network case studies [35], [42].

For this example system, we assume all the loads are constant power components. We consider three scenarios: 1) all load case, where power outputs of each constant power component varies in $[-50 \text{ kW}, 0]$; 2) all generation case, where power outputs of each constant power component varies in $[0, 50 \text{ kW}]$; and 3) all mixed case, where each constant power component varies in $[-50 \text{ kW}, 50 \text{ kW}]$.

We use the first scenario to demonstrate that the generator setpoints designed using our results ensure robust stability and feasibility. For this case study, we impose operational bounds of $[450 \text{ V}, 550 \text{ V}]$ on the generator and CPL voltages, which allows a $\pm 0.1$ p.u. deviation when 500 V is set as base voltage. The objective function minimizes the generation costs at the nominal operating condition, which is set to be 25 kW.

When we ignore the range of possible uncertainty realizations, the solution to the DN-OPF problem (6) yields setpoints of the five generators as $[481.8, 489.7, 481.2, 480.6, 486.5]$ V. We apply these setpoints and consider a uniform increase in load demands of 2.5 kW every 2.5 seconds. As shown in Fig. 4, the system becomes unstable at approximately 40 seconds when the loads are around 45 kW. In the zoomed-in figure, one can see that by approximately 38 seconds, the system is already in an oscillatory state. This shows the need to consider stability properties for operating point design, especially in systems with significant uncertainties.
In comparison, we formulate the optimization problem (13) using our algorithm. Applying the stability analysis approach developed in Section III-A shows that the system is always robustly stable if the steady-state CPL voltage is higher than 500 V. Problem (13) yields the following setpoints: $[543.5, 550.0, 542.8, 542.1, 549.3]$ V. Using these setpoints results in robust stability for the entire range of load demands, as empirically corroborated by Fig. 5. Observe that the system remains stable when the loads are increased at the same rate as in the previous test.

Moreover, we show that our approach can recover the exact power flow solution variation range. Table III presents the difference of the obtained $[V_{ℓ+}, V_{ℓ-}]$ relative to the actual lower and upper bounds observed in the simulation for the three scenarios. Observe that we find the exact variation range of the system’s actual operating points. This demonstrates the limited conservativeness of the proposed algorithm.

### APPENDIX I

**SUGGESTED INITIAL GUESS FOR ROBUST STABILITY SET**

The suggested set is motivated by the outer convex approximation of an OPF problem. The main idea is to find an outer approximation of the domain of $\delta$. To find a tight approximation, we look into the coupling between $p_ℓ$ and $V_ℓ^2$ since they constitute $\delta$.

For different power flow solutions and power profiles, the value of $\delta$ varies. Let $\delta_{k+}$ and $\delta_{k-}$ be the upper and lower boundaries for $\delta_k$. In addition, we use $V_{k+}$ and $V_{k-}$ to represent a pair of upper and lower bounds of $V_k^2$ for any feasible solution.
The values of $\delta_j-$ and $\delta_j+$ can be determined based on the loading condition at bus $j$:

- pure generation bus, i.e., when $0 \leq p_{tj} \leq \bar{p}_{tj}$, $\delta_j = -p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$ and $\delta_j+ = p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$;
- pure load bus, i.e., when $\bar{p}_{tj} \leq p_{tj} \leq 0$, $\delta_j+ = -p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$ and $\delta_j- = -p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$; and
- mixed bus, i.e., when $p_{tj} \leq 0 \leq \bar{p}_{tj}$, $\delta_j+ = -p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$ and $\delta_j- = -p_{tj}/V_{tj}^2$.

As discussed in Section II-B, we assume that all the buses in $\mathcal{N}_t$ are mixed buses in order to simplify our discussion, but our results can be easily extended to the other two types.

With mixed buses, we only need to find $V_{tj}^2$ in order to obtain $\delta_k+$ and $\delta_k-$. Such a bound can be found through solving the following problem:

**Lower Bound:** $\min V_{tj}^2$, subj. to

$(5), (6c), p_t \in \mathcal{P}_t$. 

Notice that (14) is a conventional optimal power flow problem with a QCQP formulation. Since we only need to find a lower bound on the steady-state voltage, one can apply a second-order cone programming (SOCP) relaxation method to find a lower bound of the global optimum of (14).\(^1\)

With lower bounds found, each pair of $\delta_k-$ and $\delta_k+$ can be obtained. They form the vertices of the initial guess for $\Delta$. This set includes any realization of $\delta$ that follows the DC network physics and operational constraints.

**APPENDIX II**

**PROOF OF LEMMA 2**

**Proof:** To establish the argument, we apply Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, which states that for any continuous function $F$ mapping a compact convex set to itself there is a point $x_0$ in the set such that $F(x_0) = x_0$.

We seek to show that $[V_{t-}, F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t)]$ is an invariant set for any $F(\cdot; p_t)$ with $p_t \in \mathcal{P}_t$.

We first show the interval $[V_{t-}, F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t)]$ is well-defined. Notice that $F(V_t; p_t) = E + Z_{\ell \ell} p_t r(V_t)$, which is a positive matrix and its inverse $Y_{\ell \ell}$ is an M-matrix. As a result, for given $V_t > 0$, each element of $F(V_t; p_t)$ is a monotonically increasing function in each element of $p_t$. As $p_t \geq p_t$, $V_{t-} = F(V_{t-}; p_t) \leq F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t)$.

Next, we show that $F(\cdot; p_t)$ maps $[V_{t-}, F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t)]$ to itself. Notice that $p_t \leq 0 \leq \bar{p}_t$, $F(V_t; p_t)$ is monotonically increasing in each element of $V_t$ and $F(V_t; \bar{p}_t)$ is monotonically decreasing in each element of $V_t$. For an arbitrary $V_t \in [V_{t-}, F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t)]$, we can lower and upper bound $F(V_t; p_t)$ by

$$V_{t-} \leq F(V_t; p_t) \leq F(V_t; \bar{p}_t) \leq F(V_{t-}; \bar{p}_t).$$

From (15), Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem can be applied to complete the proof.

**APPENDIX III**

**PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2**

**Proof:** Banach’s fixed-point theorem is used to establish the proof. It states that for any contraction mapping $F$ on a complete metric space mapping a set to itself, there is a unique point $x_0$ in the set such that $F(x_0) = x_0$.

We seek to show that all system operating points are upper bounded by the high-voltage solution of the low-loading condition. Denote the high-voltage solution of a fixed-point function $F(\cdot; p_t)$ by $F_{p_t}^{\max}$ with the following definition: a fixed point $F_{p_t}^{\max}$ is called a high-voltage solution of $F(\cdot; p_t)$ if $V_t \leq F_{p_t}^{\max}$ for any fixed point $V_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t}$. It follows from [43] that $F_{p_t}^{\max}$ exists and for any $p^a$ and $p^b$ such that $p^a \leq p^b$, the high-voltage solution has the following monotonicity: $F_{p_t}^{\max} \leq F_{p_t}^{\max}$. Consequently, $F_{p_t}^{\max} \leq F_{p_t}^{\max} \leq F_{p_t}^{\max}$ for any $p_t \in \mathcal{P}_t$.

Then, we show that $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_t)$ is a self map on $[E, +\infty)$. Notice that $E > 0$, and $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_t) = E + Z_{\ell \ell} \bar{p}_t r(V_t)$ with positive matrix $Z_{\ell \ell}$ and non-negative $\bar{p}_t$. Hence, the second term on the right-hand side must be non-negative. Thus, for all $V_t \in [E, +\infty)$ we have $F(V_t; \bar{p}_t) \geq E$.

Next, we show that $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_t)$ is a contraction mapping on $[E, +\infty)$. For any $V^a, V^b \in [E, +\infty)$, the Euclidean norm of $F(V^a; \bar{p}_t) - F(V^b; \bar{p}_t)$ is upper bounded as follows

$$||F(V^a; \bar{p}_t) - F(V^b; \bar{p}_t)|| = ||Z_{\ell \ell} \bar{p}_t r(V^a) - r(V^b)|| \leq ||Z_{\ell \ell} \bar{p}_t diag\{r(E)\} r(E)||||V^a - V^b||,$$

where $||Z_{\ell \ell} \bar{p}_t diag\{r(E)\} r(E)||$ is a positive constant less than 1. Hence, $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_t)$ is a contraction mapping on $[E, +\infty)$.

From the Banach fixed-point theorem, $F(\cdot; \bar{p}_t)$ has a unique fixed point $V_{t+}$ in $[E, +\infty)$. Obviously, it is the high-voltage solution of the low-loading condition. Consequently, it bounds the high-voltage solutions of all loading conditions from above, i.e., for any $p_t \in \mathcal{P}_t$, we have $V_{t+} \geq F_{p_t}^{\max}$.

Lemma 2 implies that there exist high-voltage solutions $F_{p_t}^{\max}$ that are lower bounded by $V_{t-}$ for all $p_t \in \mathcal{P}_t$. Together with inequality $V_{t+} \geq F_{p_t}^{\max}$, the high-voltage solutions lie in box constraint $[V_{t-}, V_{t+}]$.

**APPENDIX IV**

**PROOF OF THEOREM 1**

**Proof:** Suppose $V^{ref}; V_{t+}, V_{t+},$ and $s$ are solutions of (13). We only need to show $V^{ref}$ ensures robust stability and robust feasibility as defined in Definition 1.

First, when (13) is feasible, the condition of Proposition 2 is satisfied since constraints (13b)–(13f) hold. Proposition 2 says that $F(\cdot; p_t)$ defined in (12) must have a fixed point $V_t$ in $[V_{t-}, V_{t+}]$ for any $p_t \in [p_t, \bar{p}_t]$. In other words, the power flow equations (5) always have a solution in $[V_{t-}, V_{t+}]$.

Second, from (13g) the interval $[V_{t+}, V_{t+}]$ belongs to $V^p_+ \cap V^p_+$. Hence, the fixed point $V_t \in V^p_+ \cap V^p_+$ as well. Thus, the system power flow solution satisfies both the operational constraints and the stability constraints.

Since $V_t \in V^p_+$ and $V^{ref} \in V^{ref}$, the system is robustly feasible. Since $V_t \in V^p_+$, by Proposition 1 the system is also robustly stable. Thus, the proof is complete.